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Dads At Work

Family Day Begins Next Friday
by Len Schmaltz
Next Saturday, May 14, 1960, is of Logan Hall. The reception is
Xavier University's annual Family scheduled to begin about one half
Day, sponsored by the Dads Club. hour after the conclusion of the
A local attorney, Mr. C.R. Beime, Clef Club concert.
is chairman of the day and anThe actual Family Day, Saturnounces a full schedule of events
day, May 14, begins with Mass in
Bellarmine Chapel at 10:30 for
parents. A flag-raising ceremony
and Pershing Rifle Drill are scheduled for 2:00 that afternoon. After
these ceremonies, there is a baseball game between the Musketeers
and the University of Dayton. At
3:00 p.m. the Masque Society
entertains with their musical comedy, "Of Thee I Sing." Dinner at
5:00 p.m. is preceded by ~osary
and Ber;iediction.
"A Weekend at Monaco" is the
theme
of the evening proceedings
;£i::::.•
beginning at 7 :30 p.m. in the
Mr. C. R. Beime
Schmidt
Memorial
Fieldhouse.
for the entire weekend. Festivities First, there is a concert by the
begin Friday night, May 13, with Xavier University IBand. Then, a
a Clef Club Concert in the Neth- dance follows at one end of the
erland-Hilton Hall of l\lirrors.
hall with Sammy Leeds and his
Following the concert, there will orchestra providing the music. At
be a dance in the Hall of Mirrors the other end of the hall will be
for students and a Presidential Re- an "authentic" Casino with every
ception for parents and faculty type of game of chance imaginable.
back on campus in the Cash Room The overall price for the concert,

Class of '60 Loolis Towards
Senior Weeli And Graduation
Senior Week will be inaugurated freshments are free.
this year with an Alumni RecepFor Monday, Bob Mallardi is
tion Thursday, May 26. On this making arrangements for a Boat
date the class of '60 will be offi- Ride. Facilities of the big boat,
cially entered into the alumni. As Chaperone, have been acquired for
an extra attraction, free refresh- the evening. A small combo will
ments and food, plus a number of also be engaged to supply the
speakers, will be offered.
music.
Tuesday will be a day off, allowThe Senior Week Committee,
headed by Jim Tasto, has already ing the Seniors to get a little rest
set plans for the following seven before Graduation the following
days, which will be climaxed Wed- evening.
A package ticket deal for the
nesday, June J, with graduation
eeremonies. Assisting Jim Tasto entire week will be available for
are Jack Hoeting, tickets; Tom 15 dollars. This will be a great
Young,. publicity; and four other saving on the total price of the
eollllllittee members, each in charge individual tickets.
of one particular celebration.
Ken Schuermann is making
arrangements for Friday, May 27,
which will feature a Stag Party
at Bums Grove. Refreshments will
be free.
Next year's Seniors, all memSaturday night brings the Senior
Prom, under the special prepara- bers of the class of '61, will be
tions of Tom Frank. The prom will interested in obtaining their class
be held at the Pavillion Caprice
this year, featuring Clyde Trask Mark of Distinction. The committee, after suggestions and investiand air conditioning.
has decided that next year's
gation,
For Sunday, Dick Gruber is preparing a Senior Picnic. The loca- Senior Mark of Distinction will be
tion has not yet been arranged for a blazer.
Wednesday and Thursday, May
this one, but there will definitely
be a hayride or two included. Re- 11 and May 12, a man from Burk·

dance, and Casino is $2.50. However, this includes $1.00 in stage
money which can be used to purchase chips or refreshments. Additional chips will be available for a
nominal fee for anyone unfortunate enough to lose his original
stake.

POLl'l'ICKING l\lASQUERS IN "OF THEE I SING"

1t.lasque Society Eriters Weekend
Sta1id Witli "Of Tliee I Sing"
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.
Father Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.,
moderator of the Dads Club, urges
students to pick up their tickets
at his office in Boylan Hall or to
contact one of the representatives
in each dorm who have a supply.

Clef Club Finishes
Tour Of Miclwest
For Spring Concert
by Tom Cahill
News Associate Editor
A whirlwind tour of the Midwest, a spring concert and_ dance,
and a final round of local appearances just about sums up the
activities of the Clef Club in the
last few weeks and in the days to
come. The weekend of April 23
found the Clef Club, accompanied
by Mr. Bens, director, Mr. Golembiewski, accompanist, and Fr.
Wheeler, moderator, in Chicago
appearing with the glee club of St.
Xavier College. The program comprised the individual repertoires
of both glee clubs and joint renditions of a medley of songs from
"My Fair Lady" and a hymn entitled "Let Thy Blessed Spirit."
The Louisville, Kentucky area
beckoned last Wednesday and
Thursday, and with slightly mussed
tuxedos the singers answered the
call. St. Catherine's Junior College
in Springfield, Nazareth College in
Bardstown, Ursuline College and
Nazareth College in Louisville
made up this itinerary. During the
round of concerts, the Clef Club's
new soloist, Tom Cahill, made his
first appearances. He replaced Bob
Marchal, soloist at the outset of the
season.
Returning to Cincinnati, the
committees for the annual Spring
Concert and Dance began final
preparations under the direction of
Bill Drach and Vince Pulskamp,
chairman and co-chairman respectively. Tickets now are available
(Continued on Page 8)

Fittings Next Week For Class
Of '6l's Marli Of Distinction
hart's will be in South Hail to fit
all members of the class. A small
down payment will be made at the
fitting, with the remainder to be
paid when the blazers are delivered
to you.
The class members will have a
choice of two popular colors, as
well as a choice of price ranges:
$25.00, $29.90, and $35.00.
Remember May 11 and May 12.

by John G. Gutting
The Xavier University Masque,
campus drama society, will present the famed Gershwin-Kaufman-Ryskind musical comedy
Of Thee I Sing in South Hall
Theater this week-end.
This massive political spectacular, complete with campaign,
election and continuo, is the
Masque's largest undertaking to
date. Several weeks ago I expressed doubt as to the eventual
merit of such a mammoth task.
I am now ready to eat my words
without seasoning.
The few and scattered rehearsals which I attended did more
than attest to the creative ability of director Otto Kvapil with
which I was already familiar.
They indicated that the impossible had been performed. Those
long weeks of pre-show chorus
rehearsal under the discet'ning
eye and ear of the Rev. Walter
P. Krolikowski, S.J., Masque
moderator, had paid off in a
richness of choral tone which
was virtually unbelieveable in

consideration of available material. A modest but effective combo
headed by senior trumpeteer
Tom Malone, which in its earlier
stages recalled shades of Shoshfakovitch aired in a garbage can,
had been tempered by careful
arrangement into an agreeable
"sound."
The sense of loyalty .and
team-work which electrified the
rehearsal stage at all times can
only bf." attributed to the professional attitude of principals
like G. F. (Fulton Simon) and
Jim (French Ambassador) Newell
or Peggy (Mary Turner) Gerting whose spark created the vigorous enthusiasm displayed by
the en tire cast.
If you have a sweet tooth for
spectacle, and if you like riproaring entertainment on the
musical comedy level; if you
have a taste for witty dialogue
or would like to see American
political institutions effectively
satirized, cast your ballot for
Wintergreen in South Hall Theater tonight, Saturday or Sunday.

Hal Korbee Elected President
Of Student Council For 1960-61
by J. Warcl Doering, NEWS Associate Editor
Vice-president Paul Moroney was
As with most elections, the Student Council elections held April elected to his fourth year on council. He was secretary of his fresh28 produced a few changes.
The biggest change was the man class, and since· then has
election of Harold Korbee as Pres- served as vice-president. A Chicago
ident of Student Council. It was St. Ignatius grad, he is majoring
the first time Hal had run for in Psychology, and is a member
class office at Xavier, and it made of the K. of C., Chicago Club, PsyStudent Council his first activity chology Club, and IAG. He is currently secretary of Student Counhere.
A Purcell grad, he spent a cil.
Sid Vance of Paducah, Kensemester in the seminary before
coming to Xavier. He is a Dean's tucky is the new secretary-treasList student and a major in Politi- urer of the class. He is also a
newcomer to council.
cal Science.
The class of '62 was more conDon Abbruzzese was elected
president of the class of '61. A servative.
Tim Deegan of St. Ignatius,
Columbus native, he is taking a
pre-dental course. lie is now serv- Cleveland, was elected president
ing as president of the junior class, for the second straight time. He
and is also a member of the Buck- was class secretary his freshman
year. An Economics major, he is a
eye Club.
member of the Clef Club and
Cleveland Club.
IN THE NEWS
Jerry Turner of Dayton moved
"Because of the lack of know!up as vice-president. He was treas.edge and realization conce1·nurer as a sophomore. An English
ing the progress of Student
and Philosophy major, he is an
Council . . . the election has
officet· of Knights' Manor.
become a popularity contest."
St. Xavier grad Dave Guenther
The NEWS evaluates Student
was elected secretary. He was
Council elections. . • page 2.
freshman president and sophomore
"The whole team has comvice-president, and is treasurer of
pletely collapsed . . ."
Student Council. A Philosophy and
Coach Don Ruberg analyzes
Psychology major, he is in the
the baseball season up until
Sodality.
now••. page 4.
(Continued on page 8)
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X.U. News Editorials
Popularity Poll

Music Stand
by John Lopcton

It is often difficult for a student newspaper to set forth
in editorial form a policy that might irritate members of the
student body. But publishing a newspaper that represents
the views of a large number of people in one particular compartment of society demands a certain hierarchy of order to
insure both that the views of the publishers,, the students, are
heeded and at the same time that the men chosen to order the
paper present both direction and fact. Because the paper must
keep close contact with every organ of our compartment of
society, the college campus, the NEWS is going to express,
editorially, its opinion on the recent election of a new Student
Council.
This newspaper is, so t~ speak, "on the inside" of student
activities. And the one activity we watch most closely is the
body of students which comprise your student government.
In the past three years Student Council has made great
strides toward fulfilling its responsibility of representing
the student body and obtaining what the student body thinks
it needs so that its education might be as ideal as po11sible.
Last Wednesday and Thursday the students of the senior class
wrote a "requiem for council."
Regardless of how strong this editorial may be in opposition to the newly elected president of Student Council and
the principles which influenced many votes, we must put
forth first the straight facts. Hal Korbee, the new president of
Student Council, is a fine student, a gentleman who is a credit
to the university, an individual with many necessary qualities
of leadership, and a student with a sincere desire to represent
his fellow students in the best way he can. The NEWS salutes
an individual of this caliber.

•

•

•

Hal Korbee has absolutely no experience in governing the
student body of Xavier University through Student Council.
His nomination brochure listed absolutely no extra-curricular
activities. Members of Student Council have told us that they
have never seen him at a meeting of the council.
This man who possesses every qualification for holding
the office of the president of Student Council except the
essential qualification, EXPERIENCE, now holds that office.
And he is not the only man who is to represent his class
without experience. The past three presidents of Student
C0uncil told the NEWS that the hardest worker they had seen
on council during their tenure of office was Ed Schmidt. He
was an excellent officer and a proficient treasurer who took
his lessons of student representation from experience. He was
not elected this year.
We do not in the least question the desire of Mr. Korbee
and Mr. Vance to contribute their time and effort to the
betterment of student representation. The very fact that they
ran for council verifies this.
What the election of these men pointed up was that two
unexcuseable principles were exhibited at the polls: a lack of
knowledge concerning the potential power of student government which results in the perversion of an electoral system
into a popularity contest; and widespread apathy concerning
election.

•

•

There are many critics and cynics on campus with valid
and pessimistic thoughts and attitudes towards the idea of
student government. What they have failed to realize is that
at this very moment student government at Xavier University
is at a crucial turning point which promises the development
of proper student organization, administration, and direction
by students. Because of a lack of knowledge and realization
concerning the progress of council over the three past years
and the amount of work and time needed to surmount the
remaining problems, the election has become a popularity
contest. How else could men lacking experience be placed in
positions demanding experience?
The apathy of which we spoke was exhibited in the number of seniors who voted. Only 177 out of a possi!ble 300 votes
were cast. Since the polls were opened for two days the only
conclusion we can reach is that they didn't care who was
elected or that they just didn't want to vote.
We sympathize with Mr. Korbee because of the job he
must perform without the proper tool. We recognize and
salute his desire and courage at undertaking such a job. We
promise that this newspaper will be used to insure that the
students get the better student government they desire and
deserve and that laurels will be handed out for proper execution of duty, wreaths for failure to do so, and pressure exerted
if there is a lag in progress.
This class of '61 has made its choice. The NEWS hopes
that the classes of '62, and '63 will profit from its mistakes.

Those Not Honored
Wednesday afternoon a good number of students were
presented awards of merit at the Honors Convocation. The
NEWS would like to extend its congratulations to those honored men and to the men w.ho sat in the stands. Their work
and cooperation with campus leaders was an essential element
in this ceremony of success.
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Most jazz musicians can listen to
a record and tell whether the musicians playing are Negro or white.
There is a quality-known to the
musician as "soul"-which many
Negroes have in their playing and
very, very few white musicians
ever get.
"Soul" is a difficult quality to
discuss; it is much more easily
demonstrated. It Is, basically, an
emotional depth. Both white and
Negro musicians, if they are playing jazz, play with emotion. But
the emotion in the playing of a
white most often IS a surface thing;
the Negro plays with the depth of
his whole being.
Listen, if you want a vivid demonstration, to records of Billie Holiday and June Christy singing the
same song or of Miles Davis and
Chet Baker playing trumpet on the
same number. There is a clear-cut
difference in the playing of the
Negro when placed next to that
of the white.

..............................
Private
Line
by Tom Cahill and Jack LeMoult

..............................
While some pessimists on the campus insist that Xavier is going to
the dogs, Mr. Wack, Mr. Maupin, and Mr. Gruenfelder might suggest
that the pigeons are taking over. Not long ago, when Mr. Maupin's speech
classes were giving their demonstration talks, one student, either in an
attempt to be different or harrass said teachers, brought two carrier
pigeons to class. The only trouble is that he had to leave them some place
until his 11 :30 speech class. And what more logical place than the speech
room? But Mr. Wack and Mr. Gruenfelder had class in that same room
before the speech students started to work out, and it takes little imagination to picture the looks on their faces when they received low cooing
answers to questions about Aristotle and the faults of splitting infinitives. Our somewhat disheveled instructors can take satisfaction, however, in the fact that they had a hand in educating the only carrier
pigeons this side of nowhere who know how Plato conceived his idea of
forms and why dangling modifiers dangle.
While on the subject of animals, we might note that there has been
a cat visiting the library recently. His favorite spot seems to be on the
logs in the fire place. So let this be a warning to those who stayed up
all last night studying for the comps tomorrow-if you see a cat In the
fire place, don't run out screaming. Just close your eyes, count to ten,
and look again. If he's still there, O.K.; if not, you're sick (if we may
quote Dick Vanek).

• * * *
This difference, of course, stems
It was nice that someone finally noticed the glass that had been
from the basic personality differences between the Negro and white lying on the drive of the Ledgewood Avenue entrance to the .Brockman
American. The Negro is typically parking lot. It had only been there since a few weeks before Easter. It
a .person whose emotions determine hasn't been swept up, of course; but a considerate person did shove it
most of his existence. He is a nat- down the drive a little piece where the sun.doesn't hit it quite so blindural person-the pseudo require- ingly. But docs it ever smart when it gets in your tires!
• * • •
ments of urban life affect him
little. And so his music is direct, ·.
Last Sunday the nationally distributed "This Week" magazine quoted
honest, and free.
Al Smith, the 1928 candidate for president, as saying this when be saw
by the returns on election night that he had lost the office: "Take a wire
The white muiician often pro- to the Pope. 'Unpack!'"
duces a slick, polished product.
Brubeck, Mulligan, and Kenton are
three examples that come to mind.
Much of the stuff produced by
the minutes of past meetings canwhite musicians is "advertisingnot give any indication of the disagency" jazz-for example, TV Of Elections
cussions that ensued over particubackgrounds. The white musician Gentlemen:
seems preoccupied with effects,
Let us hope that the Xavier lar proposals nor can one find
gimmicks, and polish to the neglect elections of last week are not indi- in the minutes recommendations
of the essence of jazz, feeling. cative of how the President of the which were not recorded. There is
Might not this also be taken as a United States is to be chosen in no record available of the policies
commentary on our white civiliza- November. Fortunately for the na- and procedures established in the
tion it has been the custom in the past, how various problems have
tion?
past that the man elected to the been dealt with, and of the progJazz music is a product of Amer- highest office in the country ·was ress made in the past toward more
ica; it is bound to reflect many very well acquainted with govern- complete student government.
areas of our lives. When we white mental procedures by virtue of his
The progressive record of the
Americans produce music that is experience in public office as a past few councils has been dealt a
artificial, pretentious, and lacking representative of the people.
damaging blow. A man who did
in depth, that production must
not see fit to attend a single meetNot so fortunate are the students
stem from some basic faults in our
ing of council in the past is sudof
Xavier
University
who
have
thinking. Perhaps we can look to
denly its president thanks to the
the Negro and his approach to life, again been made victims of the votes of those who succeeded in
as reflected in his music, to find a bloc vote and the popularity con- electing one of their own.
test. As one candidate put it on
more natural way to live.
Sincerely,
his campaign posters, "There is no
Michael S. Waters
substitute for experience." Three
PLATTER PICKS
juniors with a combined total of
OJ Governors
I saw Tommy Sands last June seven years experience on Student
Dear
Sir,
Council
were
forgotten
when
it
at the Waldorf in his first big-time
Last week the NEWS ran an
club engagement. At that time, the came to filling the most important
twenty-one-year-old Sands lacked student post on campus. One of editorial calling Governor DiSalle's
the assurance and stage presence them with three years experience handling of the Frank Poindexter
that make a night-club star. But and who is a past treasurer of case a "lack of forethought."
in "Sand at the Sands," a new council was overlooked completely. Whether capital punishment is good
Capitol release, recorded at the My sincerest condolences to Mr. or bad is not the point in my writing this letter, but rather to cast
year's end at the famous Las Vegas Schmidt.
As a past member of council I dispersions on your casting dishotel and club, Tommy shows that
he has gained the poise to make cannot convince myself that a man persions on the governor's action.
his act a big attraction. He paces who has never attended a meeting
To me, the governor showed
himself well-going from up-tempo of council, and whose only recom- deep personal interest, realizing
to ballad to Latin rhythm to rock- mendation {according to the elec- that he was dealing with a man's
and-roll to an exciting "Sinner tion brochure) is that he g1·aduated life and not a bill which could be
Man" finale. Along the way he from Purcell High School can ade- revoked if it didn't prove prudent.
sings good songs-"In the Still. of quately fill this most important He investigated the facts.in Columthe Night," "Get Happy,"-and a position. The gentleman in ques- bus and the scene of the crime in
humorous specialty-"! Wanna Be tion may or may not be blessed Hamilton. He pointed out that the
with leadership abilities, but this man was guilty, but that his partBad."
is not the point. The question I
Also new on Capitol this month ask is how can the voters, after ner in crime (who had received a
are new albums by Jonah Jones, reading the election brochure, and life sentence) was equally as guilty
"Hit Me Again," and Fred Waring being aware of the nominees' past and possibly more so. And keep in
and the Pennsylvanians, "Broad· records, elect a man whose cam- mind that DiSalle tackled this
way Cavalcade, Volumes I and II." paign was even inadequate and problem at a time when most men
were planning their Easter celeCapitol also introduces this month then tell themselves that they were brations with their families. How
the NEWS can call this a lack of
"The Star Line," a series of albums objective in their decision?
It has been suggested that the forethought escapes me completely.
which are re-issues of past hits by
the big names on the label. "Pow," necessary experience to serve well
And shame on the NEWS for
by the Billy May band; "All on council can be picked up in two sounding so political. "This issue
Aglow Again," by Peggy Lee; and or three meetings. This argument (the Poindexter case) will cer"Swing Again" with the big num· must also be disputed. Even Par- tainly be remembered • • • when
bers of the Kenton, Harry James, liamentary procedure cannot be the next gubernatorial election .••. "
Woody Herman, Benny Goodman, learned in two or three meetings I respect the governor for not act·
Les Brown, and Glen Gray bands and the man who must now learn ing according to the dictates of an
are amolll' the albums In the "Star its workings is responsible for election two years aw~. but in
directing the meetings, Studying
Line."
(Continued on Page 7)
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...............................

!S1~K!
bJ R. DeVereaus Vanek

...............................
History will testify to the fact
that most people who graduate
from college get married within
five years after they receive
their sheepskin or pigskin dependng on what part of the
country in which you go to
school. Since most of us will be
homemakers, I thought I might
suggest a solution to one of the
major problems that is inevitably
going to arise in a happy home
company.

Now I have never heard of anyone asking for a return invitation
after being served lima beans
topped with whipped cream after
he had dropped in for a chat.
This discourages even the hardiest of people. If you are socially
obliged ·to invite people over
for dinner, there are any number of ways you can insure yourself against their return. Never
have more than one light lit in
the front room from the time
they enter till the time they
leave. Candles at the dinner
table will keep the sober atmosphere that you wish .to create.
Continually speak in a low voice
and whisper to your wife from
time to· time making sure the
guests can't hear you. For dinner a nice rabbit will do; about
half way through the meal bring
in a cage with a live rabbit in
it. Tell them it's this rabbit's
brother they're eating and comment upon what a pity it was
to separate them, but you didn't
have anything else to serve,
always maintaining a low voice.
All the silverware should be
wooden, the plates and cups
wooden, and use pillow cases for
napkins.
Some might think this a bit
extreme, so you can attack the
·problem from another angle. The
old practical joker routine works
well. Make the before-dinner
drinks with a vinegar mix. As
tears come to your guests eyes
and 'hey begin choking and

Full-fledged Vndergraduate Researcli Aided
By National Science Foundation Grant
by Ron Koeh

Announcement of a grant to
Xavier University from· the National Science Foundation in Washington, D.C., was made Tuesday,
May 3. The award of $6,325 will
enable undergraduate students to
participate in full-fledged research
projects at the University. The
money will be used for materials
and salaries paid to the students
doing the research work.

coughing tell them that you've
poisoned them. Of course you
can explain it as a joke before
there is any fainting or hysterics.
If dinner is to be served at two
o'clock, keep your guests entertained until about six before
you actually get around to servThe bulk of the grant, $4,025,
ing.
will go to the chemistry departI guess the direct methods that ment. Four chemistry professors
could be employed are extreme, will direct separate projects. Dr.
but absolutely fool-proof. Don't Joseph Klingenberg's project will
be home after inviting people be the synthesis and use of the
over, or if you are, grumble , derivatives of mandelic acid for
about how inconvenient it is to the quantitative determination of
entertain people. Complain about zirconium and hafnium. Research
the cost of food and use this as in the synthesis of organic comthe excuse for the meal which pounds of the elements arsenic and
you serve. Fried rice patties and phosphorous will be conducted by
rye bread should get to them.
Dr. Richard Garascia. Research on
These are only a few sugges- the Schardinger dextrins and the
tions, but you can use your imag- dextrin enzyme will be led by
ination to come up with the Dr. Richard O'Neill. Dr. Harvey
rest. Be subtle, consistent, and Dube will conduct research on the
ingenious in your methods for synergistic action of certain addigetting rid of people without tives on the effectiveness of DDT
as an insecticide. These projects
actually getting them SICK.

VACATION JOBS FOR STUDENTS
If you desire suuuner e111ployment our
Cincinnati office has opportunities avail·
able which will enable you to earn in
excess of $100.00 per week.
YOU MUST BE ABLE TO MEET THESE

REQUffiEMENTS18 to 28 years of age
At least 6 months of college
Available for en1ployment by June 15th
Can work until September 1st

will be performed by thirteen students.
Fr. Joseph Peters, S.J., biology
department chairman, received
$460 which he will use in directing
students in electroencephalography
(the study of brain waves) on
chick embryos. The study will include mapping differences of elec-

trical activity taking place in the
chick brain.
The physics department received
$1840. Professors William Marcaccio and Dr. William Pong will conduct a project in which students
will study the action of the inner
ear in reaction to intense sound
waves and the so-called "nonlinear" mechanism of the ear.

(1hilhor of" l Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many

Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

EUROPE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 2
Lnst week we discussed England, the first stop on the tour of
Europe that every American college student is going to mnkc
this summer. Today we will discuss your next stop, France-or
the Pearl of the Pacific, as it is generally called.
To get from Englund to France, one greases one's body and
swims the English Channel. Similurly, to Jl:Ct from France to
Spain, one greases one's body and slides down the Pyrenees.
As you can sec, the most important single item to take to Europe
is a valise full of grease.
No, I nm wrong. The most important single item to take to
Europe is a valise full of Marlboro Cigarettes. Oh, what a piece
of work is :Marlboro! If you think fin vor went out when filters
came in, treat yourself to a Marlboro. The filter worki; perfectly,
and yet you get the full, zestful, edifying taste of the choice
tobaccos that precede the filter. This remarkable feat of cigarette
engineering was achieYccl by Marlboro's research team-Fred
Softpack and \Vitltcr Fliptop-:rncl I, for one, am grateful.
But I digress. We were speaking of France-or the Serpent of
the Nile, as it is popularly termed.
First let us briefly sum up the history of Frnncc. The nation
discoYercd in 1492 by l\fadame Guillotine. There followed
a series of costly wars with Schleswig-Holstein, the Cleveland
Indians, and Captuin Dreyfus. Stability finally came to this
troubled land with the coronation of Marshal lcoch, who
married LorraineAlsacc·and had three children: Flopsy, Mopsy,
and Charlemagne. This Inter became known as the Petit Trianon.
wa~

For Interview Cllll GA.rfield · 1-0526
Monday tliru Friday from 10 until 1 :00
$90.00 per week salary for a minimum of 11 weeks
after a three day training period.

Marshal Foch-or the Boy Orator of the Platte, as he was
affectionately called-was succeeded by Napoleon who introduced shortness to France. Until Napoleon, the French were the
tallest nation in Europe. After Napoleon, most Frenchmen were
able to walk comfortably under card tables. This later became ·
known as the Hunchback of Notre Dame.
Napoleon was finally exiled to Elba where he mnde the
famous statement, "Able was I ere I saw Elba," which reads
the same whether you spell it forwards or backwards. You can
also spell Marlboro backwards-Oroblram. Do not, however,
try to smoke Marlboro backwards because that undoes all the
efficacy of the great Marlboro filter.
After Napoleon's death the French people fell into a great
depression, known as the Louisiana Purchase. For over a century everybody sat around moping and refusing his food. This
torpor was not lifted until Eiffel built his famous tower, which
made everybody giggle so hard that today France is the gayest
country in all Europe.
Each night the colorful natives gather at sidewalk cafes and
shout "Oo-la-la" as Maurice Chevalier promenades down the
Champs Elysees swinging his Malacca cane. Then, tired but
happy, everyone goes to the Louvre for bowls of onion soup.
The principal industry of France is cashing travelers checks.
Well sir, I guess that's all you need to know about France.
Next week we'll visit the Land of the Midnight Sun-Spain.
CllGGO l\IH Sblllmaa

• * •
The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
JI, J, nei·nold1 Tobacco Co., Wln1ton•l!Mlew, N, C.

Neit wnk. thl• week, e"er11 week, the beat of the filter
el1arettea I• Marlboro, the belt of the non-liltera i• Philip
llorrla; both auallable In aoft pack or lflp·top bo¥.
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Musketeers Travel To Dayton Tomorrow;
Bellar~ine, 0.U. Losses Make Six In A Row
by Mike Harmon

...

i.;

XAVIER'S FOOTBALL COACHES concluded a successful
spring practice with an intrasquad game last Sunday night.
From left are freshman coach Ed Biles, head coach Ed
Doherty, backfield coach George Gilmartin and line coach
Pat O'Brien.

Xavier's baseballers, unhorsed
in six tilts in a row, attempt to
return to the lists of the victorious with a 2: 30 joust at Dayton
tomorrow.
Dayton, aiming for perfection,
reportedly was not going to field
a team at all this season unless
it was a good one. (It didn't have
one last year.) Garry Roggenburk of basketball fame, may
pitch, while Tom Hatton, another
hardcourt whiz, stars at short for
the Flyers.
Having gotten through the
meat o~ their schedule with a
5-7 record, the Musketeers'
chances for a .500 season mark

depend a lot on the outcome of
this game. Either John Hunt or
Dick Strenk, both lefties, will
pitch for Xavier.
Coach Don Roberg, shrugging
his shoulders in bewildered dismay, could not single out any one
factor responsible for the team's
six-game losing streak.
"Sure, the pitchers are somewhat at fault," he said, "but look
at the support they've been getting. No fielding and no scoring

Two Last-Qua.rter Touchdowns Give Blues
13-3 Victory Over Whites In Spring Game
Anchored by a stout defense,
the Blue team contained the
White for three quarters, then
scored two quick touchdowns in
the fourth to take a 13-3 win
in· the intrasquad spring football
game last Sunday night.
·
After a scoreless first half,
place-kicker George Potts, who
performed for both teams, booted
a 33-yard field goal to give the
Whites a 3-0 lead.
Late in the same quarter the
Blue, with Its seeond-unit quarterback Tom Cieply directing the
attack, began a 77-yard drive.
Halfback Jim Busk scored on the
first play of the fourth quarter.
Two minutes later, Jim Mullen
recovered a White fumble on the
20 and the Blues were in business
once again, with quarterback Ed
Thomas going the final yard on
a sneak. Potts converted to complete the scoring.
Husk, a 175-pound sophomore,
was the leading ground-gainer as
he followed his blockers for 27
yards in 11 carries, mostly on dives
and traps.
Defense was the keynote of
spring practice, and the two teams
displayed plenty of it. The Blue,
with the No. 1 line up front, held
White backs to -18 yards.
The White interior line played
tight defense, but the Whites had
only three tackles and were
weakened there late in the game.
Dick Buechler played the entire
second half despite leg cramps.
White quarterback Ron Costello managed to complete 10 of
22 passes despite a fairly good
Blue pass defense and lack of
protection on the part of his own
mates.
White end Jim O'Donnell, on
the basis of his performance Sunday night, established himself as a
threat to John Kappas' starting

right end spot next fall. Be played
good defense, caught several passes
and handled the punting chores
well.
The other White flanker, soph
Bobby Daumeyer, also put himself into contention. A thin
speedster with good hands, he
demonstrated his ability as a
receiver on several occasions.
Blue middle guard Mike Hannon spearheaded his team's
defense. It remained for linebacker John Nelson to make the
defensive play of the night, however. He broke up a sure touchdown pass from Costello to Irv
Eter with a diving stab at the
ball in the fourth quarter.

Mike Bannon
. . . l·eads Blue defense

Impressive in the Blue backfield
in addition to Busk was Cieply, a
fine running quarterback with
plenty of speed.
Blue coaches George Gilmartin
and Pat O'Brien were pleased
with their team's winning effort,

Detroit Yacht Club Regatta Closes Out
Spring Season For Xavier Sailing Club
Its hopes for a berth in the Midwest Collegiate regionals
wiped out, Xavier's Sailing Club concludes its spring season
with the Detroit Yacht_ Club regatta this weekend at Detroit.
Wayne State University will host the meet.
Xavier is one of twelve schools
entered, including two outsidersFordham and Toronto. The rest,
members of the Midwest Collegiate
Sailing Association, are Detroit,
Ohio State, Wooster, Ohio Wes·
leyan, Notre Dame, Wayne State,
Michigan, Michigan State and Wisconsin.
NeedJns a third place in the
MCSA district eliminations last
weekend at Columbus to gain a
spot in the redonals, the Muskie
Marlnen pined only a tie for third
wltb Ohio Wesleyan, 37l·37l. Wes·
Jeyan bad one first to Xavier's
none and wu placed third.
Ohio State won the meet with
45 points.

·
--------The half-point in the scoring
was necessary when Xavier and
Wesleyan finished in a dead heat
for second in one Class A race.
Jim Ulrich skippered all five A
races, with Jim Ferguson as his
crew, gaining two seconds, one
third and two fourths. Bill Nevel
skippered the five B races, aided
by crew Steve Smith, and totaled
one seeond, two thirds and one
fourth.
Nevel's boat broke down in one
race, and he was awarded a third
place on averakt; points.
The order of tqush: Ohio State
45, Wooster 40, Ohjo Wesleyan 37i,
Xavier 37l, Indiana 31.
(

I
i

commending the linemen for an
excellent defensive fob.
White mentor Ed Biles was
very · pleased with his team's
play, pointing ou~ that the No.
2 line (White) outplayed the No.
1 line (Blue for three quarters.
He singled out O'Donnell, Daumeyer, Buechler and soph end
Leonard Maloney for jobs well
done.
1

Coach Don Roberg
. . • bewilde1'ed

in the clutch. Why, we couldn't
hold our own in a decent high
school league."
·~The fielders can't catch a fly
ball or stop a grounder," Roberg
continued, "and when they do,
they don't know what to do
with the ball. The hitters are
getting on base, but that's all.
We left eleven men on base during the first five innings at
Bellarmine."
"The whole team," he moaned,
"has completely collapsed. I
haven't given .up on them by any
means, but they'll certainly have
to play a lot of ball from here
on out to prove themselves to
me."
In losing 12-3 to Ohio Univer·
sity at Athens Tuesday, everybody
helped out. The Bobcats collected
14 hits and the Muskies committed
six errors which led to eight un·
eamed runs. The loss left Strenk
with a 4-2 mark.
Senior Don Ayersman, performing before almost a hometown
crowd (he's from Belpre, 0.),
doubled with the bases loaded in
the eighth to account for all of
Xavier's runs. He also had a
single for two of Xavier's six
hits.
Last Thursday at Bellarmine,
Xavier· turned in what Ruberg
(Continued on Page 5)

Under My Hat ••• """'ollap
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NEWS Sports Editor

They say horse racing, once you get attached to it,
gets in your blood. To some of us the attachment
goes even deeper, reaching all the way to our wal·
lets. But whatever the case, if you're a sports .fan
you'll undoubtedly be awaiting the outcome of the
86th running of the Kentucky Derby tomorrow1 at
Louisville.
Being notoriously poor at picking winners for
myself, I decided to select a Derby horse for you
this week. But before I commit myself, let's look at
some of the candidates:
Venetian Way, a speed horse, was my choice until
Bally Ache disposed of him again last week. Venetian Way has a lot of heart, however, and with Bill
~rtack up he must be rated a definite contender,
especially on a fast track.
Bally Ache converted a lot of people when he won
the Stepping Stone Purse last week, finishing the
seven furlongs only one-fifth of a second off the
track record on an off track. He's been at Churchill
Downs, which has a poor track even when fast, for
three weeks, and has impressed observers with his
alertness while working out. He's a smart 'un.
Tomplon, the favorite, is the class of the race. He's
big and strong and can certainly go the mile and a
quarter distance. If he gets any running room at all
in the stretch he'll be expected to win going away.
I must admit that I hadn't even heard of Beau
Purple, who won the Derby Trial Tuesday. He
showed speed and staying power, leading from wire
to wire in very good time, but appeared to be get·
ting caught near the end of the race. He could force
Bally Ache to set a blazing pace.
Victoria Park, another speed horse, will be a con·
tender, but I don't think he can compare with any
of the first three horses I named.
With Calumet Farm's Hillsborough a big .disap·
pointment in the Derby Trial, Pied d'Or will com·
mand more attention. He may be Calumet's lone
starter tomorrow. Noted as a sprinter (and that he
is), he hasn't gone over a mile and an eighth this
year, and that only once. He's got the speed; if he
has staying power, he could. well be in the money.
A fair bet would be Bourbon Prince, for more
than sentimental reasons. He started off the year
rated as a top contender, but has done nothing since.
He's enough horse to do it all if he wakes up.
Other tips for the longshot bettors would be
Cuvier Belle and Command Pilot.
Goin1 out on a limb, I pick Bally Ache to win,
Tomplon second and Venetian Way third.

• • •

Hank Stein, now in the Army
for six months (he gets out in
October), may yet play pro basketball. The Detroit Plsto111, who
need guards badly, are reportedly
very interested in the redheaded
sharpshooter.
Attendance a& the IPl'lnc pme
wu very disappolntlns, collllderSTEIN
inl the 1ood crowd wblcb mowed
up last :rear. 'l'be reported 1500 crowd wu a VU>'

generous estimate. Students were admitted on their
ID cards, and others for a dollar. Last year more
than 4000 turned out.
What we've been saying all along was confirmed
at the Football Writers' Association meeting last
weekend in Des Moines, Iowa-Xavier will be a
major football college next season. Publicist Jaek
Cherry was on hand to see· to that.
Xavier's baseball team seems to
be suffering from the same afflic·
tion as its counterparts at Crosley
Field. Before the season started,
Coach Don Roberg predicted, "all
pitching and defense and not much
hitting." So far it's been just the
opposite, with the exception of
pitcher Dick Strenk. So the baseball team has gone from White Sox
to Redlegs.
When Xavier was playing the
University of Louisville's tennis
STRENK
team, brightened by three girls,
here last week, Alan Dohan was warming up for his
match with Louisville's Martha Aulbach. Danny
O'Donnell, taking one look at the petite Miss Aulbach, hollered, "I got winners!"
Halfback Lou Carlini had the cast removed from
his left shoulder on Monday. He underwent surgery
during the Easter vacation to correct a shoulder
separation suffered during spring practice. It's too
early for doctors to tell yet whether it was completely successful.
Xavier accomplished its purpose in spring football
practice, developing a defense, as evidenced by SUD·
day night's spring game. If the men now on tbe
injured list (there's eight of them) heal by nest fall,
and the sophomores-to-be stay in school, the team
should have fair depth and a good second unit. Both
are necessary for a successful seuon.
The Buffalo Bills of the new
American Football League a n - nounced the signing of Russ Goings
·
_.
during Easter vacation. Goings,,· · ·. . ·
.. ··· .
wh~ graduated in 1959, is a 6-~.r;,::
230 pounder who runs. the 100 m,, ., ,: . , . -, ·1 .
10.5. He played· successively atl \:~\>
~: 1 •
tackle, fullback, end and guardL:.'·: -~~il .. :~; .
while here, but was cut last' year
GOINGS
by the Saskatchewan ROush Riders
because he wasn't versatile enough. (He could only
play those four positions, while the man they kept
could play five.) Goings joins Joe Schroeder, a
tackle who also graduated in 1959, in the A.F.L.
Schroeder has cast his lot with Denver.
Earlham Colle1e, with whom Xavier concludes its·
tennis schedule on May 18, is a co-ed college located
in Richmond, Indiana, with an enrollment of 830.
The director of intramural sports there laat year
was named Dr. Kinsey. Dr. Kinsey is not a member
of the faculty this year.
One more to 10•••

------·:· . .\
:. :/ :·

..
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Golfers Seek Second Straight Over Dayton;
Tennis Team Entertains Strong Miami Club
LINKSMEN PLAY BEST
GOLF OF SEASON, BUT
LOSE TWO IN A ROW

THIRD MATCH IN THREE
DAYS FOR NETTERS; U.C.
BLITZES XAVIER 9-0

Xavier's golf team will try to
make it two in a row over Dayton when the Musketeer golfers
take on the Flyers in a 1: 30
match today at Maketewah
Country Club.
·Monday morning will find the
linksmen teeing off in the Ohio
Intercollegiate at Columbus. Coach
Ray Baldwin, whose team won the
event in 1952, previously felt that
this year's team had a good chance,
but now he's without two of his
top men. Carl Schlottman is no
longer with the team, while Rod
McMullen will only be available
for spot duty. Xavier finished 14th
last year.
The X-Men now stand 3-5-1
after loslnc to Bellarmlne Monday
and .Miami Tuesday. They nipped
Dayton 15-IZ last Friday at Dayton.
Xavier had its two hottest days
of the season Monday and Tuesday, but ran into two ·good teams
who had hotter ones.
Miami won Tuesday's match
at Sharon Woods 14-13 despite
Mike Conliffe's :73, 76's by Ed
Jacob and Joe Ziegler, Terry
O'Neill's 79 and 80's by Tony
Conlon and Tom Moellering.

Xavier's tennis team, the onJy
remaining spring spor~ outfit
with a .500 record (as of Wednesday), will play its third match
in as many days when it entertains Miami's rampaging Redskins at 3: 00 today on the Xavier
courts.
The Muskies, who were to play
Morehead yesterday at Xavier,
were blanked 9-0 by Cincinnati
Wednesday at Xavier to give
then1 a 3-3 record.
Freshman Alan Dohan ls leading
Coach Bob Massman's crew in
singles play with a 4-2 record,
followed by captain Bob Petersen
and Ken Albers, each with 3-3
slates.
•Petersen and Dohan, with a 2-1
record, have the most successful
doubles team. Lack of a strong
doubles attack has been the only
impediment thus far to an otherwise fine season.
Other records in individual singles play are Danny O'Donnell's
1-5, Joe Delaney's 0-4, John Rice's
2-3, Jim Finnerty's 0-1 and Danny
Williams' 0-1.
Massman bas been pleased with
his team's progress. "Six or our
nine players are freshmen," be
points out, "and they've come
along real well. II they stay together for four years, we could
have some fine tennis teams in
the future."
•
Alan Dohan's singles win was
Xavier's only entry into the
scoring column as Bellarmine
downed the Musketeers 6-1 at
Louisville last Thursday.

BULLETIN
BOARD
Entries are now being accepted
for the final intramural event of
the year, the dayhop·dorm track
and field meet, to be held at 3:311
next Friday afternoon.
Candidates will enter as individuals, but their points will go
toward the total score of either
the dayhop or dorm team. Either
Coach Ruberg or Bob Petersen can
give candidates more information
regarding events, etc. Entries
should be in by next Thursday at
noon.
Ruberg has announced that the
athletic staff will play the cham·
pion of the intramural softball
league after the championship has
been decided. Despite the coaches'
disappointing showing in the volleyball tournament, Ruberg predicts a win for the coaches, although he concedes that they'll
have to fight for it.
Ruberg also requests that the
divisional (Brockman and Elet)
championships of the intramural
table tennis tournament be played
off as soon as possible. Those still
in the tournament should see him
and report thejr progress so something can be worked out. A medal
awaits the winner.

Coach Ray Baldwin
. .. points for Intercollegiate
Undefeated Bellarmine (9·0)
downed Xavier lU-6~ Monday at
Louisville's Audubon Park Country Club. Once again Xavier's best
wasn't good eoougb as Conlon had
a 75, Conliffe and O'Neill 76's,
Jacob and Ziegler 79's and Dave
Y eagers an 85.
Conliffe fired a 73 to lead the
win over Dayton last Friday.
Schlottman recorded a 74, Ziegler
an 81, Jacob an 82, O'Neill an 83
and Conlon an 85.
Conlllfe leads the llnksmen with
a 76.3-stroke average through eight
matches, followed by Ziegler, the
only player to participate In all
nine matches, with 78.9.
Other averages are O'Neill's 79.3,
Warren Schulten's 80.3, Conlon's
80.8, Jacob's 80.9, McMullen's 81.5
and Yeagers' 85.5. Schlottman averaged 77.6 before departing.

,

Air Conditlonln;-ltmperatures made to order-for 111-wealhtr comfort.

Absent-minded Professor
Not so absent-minded when you get
right down to it. He remembered the
most important item-the Coke! Yes,
people will forgive you almost anything
if you just remember to bring along
their favorite sparkling drink-ice-cold
Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!

BE

~

REFRESHED

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company b1
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

SH Tht Dinah Shore Chevy Show In color Sundays, NBC· TV-lht Pat Boone Chevy Showroom wetkly, ABC·TV.

BASEBALL
(Continued from Pase 4)
called, "the worst display of
baseball I've ever seen," in losing 6-2 to the Knights. The
hitters left 15 runners stranded
and the fielders were guilty of
five errors which led to five
uneamed runs.
Tony DiNome and Mike Gallagher, wtth two hits apiece, led
Xavier. Bill Dresmann was tagged
with the loss, his second against
one win.

'I

CHICO'S

I

ITAUAN AND AMERICAN

. 1

' . am
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FOOD
MONTGOMERY RD.

I Mbmte9 Fram X.vler

CODI IUoek 8oatla of~)
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Why shouldn't you be driving America's first-choice whisking along the highway, cushioned by FULL
car right now? You couldn't do better by your famiJy- COIL SPRINGS at all four wheels, you')] have your
or your family budget-than to pick out one of Chevy's own smooth-running account of why Chevy's '60's
18 FRESH-MINTED MODELS, load up its VACA- best seller. And right now when
CHEVROLET
TION-SIZED TRUNK and take off on one of those beautiful buys are in fuU bloom
·springtime trips Chevy so dearly loves. Once you're at your dealer's!

,

for -nomieol lmnaporlallon

Save-right now-during tu Spring Fever Selling S'P'fee at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
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..............................
TRUMP
TALK
by Terry O'Neill

..............................
Very much has been said about
the use of the holdup play in
making a No Trump contract. The
holdup play, however, can be just
as useful in defeating a No Trump
c:Ontract as it can be in making one.
The following hand is one which
was played by some South Hall
players in a contract game. East's
failure to use the holdup play
enabled South to make 3 No Trump
plus an overtrick, giving him and
his partner a '100 rubber.
NORTH
S-K, 8
B-A, 9, 3
D-8, 6, 3
C-J, 10, 9, 5,_ 2
EAST
S-10, 9, 2
~. 6,4, s
B-8, 7, 6, 5, 2 B-Q, 10
D-A, K, J, 7, 4
D-10, z
C-6, 4, 3
C-K, 7
WEST

SOUTH
S-A, Q, 7, 5
B-K, J, 4
D-Q, 9, 5
C-A, Q, 8
BIDDING:
INT
Pass
2NT
Pass

Pass

2C
3NT

2D
Pass

Pass

Te>day's hand was played in the
following manner. West led the 10
of Diamonds which East took with
the Diamond Ace. He then fol-

ll1•ri11'1
Ph1r•••Y
The Df'UQ Store Closest To
MElrOle 1-3708
1618 Mcmtgomery Road

''Challenge'' Building .O~ The U.S. Campus
World Campus

The American college campus is
a traditional launching pad for individual expression on a group
level. But more often than not, the
energy is directed toward the
superficial, in a frenetic, self-conscious effort to alarm or dismay a
staid adult audience. As meaningful as some nation-wide campus
movements may have been to a
host of collegiates, obviously the
world is not a different or better
world because of bridge marathons, sorority raids and telephonebooth crusades. On the other side
of the pendulum, sporadic rebellions by a core of campus idealists
for and against such meaningful
issues as segregation, pacificism,
and socialism too often bear bitter
fruit upon encountering reality.

Winners of the master points
last Sunday were Dean and Mrs.
Walker, Frank -Reilly and Don
Joseph. Runners-up were Walter
Koch, Marilyn Lautenbach, Tom
Maher, John Dumbacher, Tom
Lautenbach, Jack Taphorn, Ray
Zoller and Mr. Rieselman and
j.p.m.

Somewhere between the razzmatazz and the radical there lives
and studies about one third of
today's collegiate population-a potential for true and deep contribution to the intellectual li'fe of the
nation and the world. Although
these "select" have not experienced
the economic distress of the 30's or
the global bloodshed of the 40's,
they are quite aware of a world in
turmoil and a nation in quest of
direction. Many, unfortunately, say
that they are forced to choose noninvolvement by retiring into a
state of mind described by Edward
D. Eddy, Jr., provost of the University of New Hampshire, as
"privatism."

President of the Bridge Club
next year will be Terry O'Neill.
The vote for vice-presidency was
so close that it was finally decided
that Tqm Maher will be vice-president first semester and Frank
Reilly will be vice-president second semester. The secretary-treasurer next year will be Jack Taphorn.

But some are rebelling against
privatisrn and demanding involvement. Typical of this soft rebellion
is a group of Yale undergraduates
who seven months ago initiated
"Challenge," a movement which
they define as "a student program
to confront with realistic concern
and responsible action the crucial
issues of today:s world." One of

BRIDGE NOTES:

Opening Lead-10 of Diamonds

Xavier University

lowed with the Diamond King.
East, for lack of a better lead,
led the Jack of .Spades which South
took with the King on board. South
then tried a Club finesse which lost
to West's King. But, at this point,
West was out of Diamonds, so
South had the rest of the tricks,
running down the Clubs.
It would have been a different
story if East would have let South
have the opening lead with the
Diamond Queen. Then, when the
Club finesse was tried, West would
have taken the Club King and led
back his last Diamond. East, then,
could have run off four Diamond
tricks to set the contract by one.
"Haste makes waste," and East
was most certainly guilty of being
too hasty in cashing in his Ace and
King of Diamonds. It is a good
idea always to try to survey the
situation in playing a No Trump
contract whether it be offensively
or defensively.

Student Movement

SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES 801-802
Progress of Women (toward men)
Dr. Allure
Magnetism of men who use orainary hair tonics studied. Conclusion:
barely existent. Magnetism of men who use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic studied. Conclusion not yet established since test cases being held captive
by neighboring sorority. Examination of alcohol tonics and sticky hair
creams (rubber gloves recommended for this class). Result: repelled
women. Frequent use of water on hair cited: this practice deemed
harmless because 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic mollifies its drying effect.
Female Appraisal of Contemporary Male. Conclusion: Student body
0. K. if student head kept date-worthy with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.
Matnials: one 4 oz. bottle of 'Yaseline' Hair 'Tonic

the mentors of the venture, Steven
Kass, claims that "Challenge"
sprang into being because certain
Yale students felt left out of world
problems. "Most of the problems,
atomic energy for instance, are just
too big••.. As a result, many students either become cynical or
they get lost in their small personal problems. We had to find a
way to open up the world of the
greater problems."
Yale's "Challenge" form u I a
thrives on a loose, almost non-existent organization; there is no
hierarchy of officers, no formal
membership list, no prerequisite
for admission other than sincerity.
By group decision, a theme is set
at the beginning of each term, and
with the assistance of faculty and
alumni, student-sponsored colloquiums bring scholars and leaders
to the campus for public meetings
and informal coffee seminars.
In seven short months of existence, "Challenge" has generated
national. enthusiasm resulting ·in
the formation of similar programs
at Smith, Stephens, Reed, Oberlin
and Antioch, and at the Universities of Princeton, Chicago and Wisconsin. Only three weeks ago, 1700
students from over 40 colleges and
universities traveled to New Haven
for the 3-day Spring Colloquium
to hear speakers like Thurgood
Marshall, Dr. Harold Taylor and
Senator Barry Goldwater discuss
"Modern American Democracy."
Obviously, "Challenge" is not
a haphazard student movement
geared toward irresponsible action
on a nation-wide level. Participants don't pretend to have answers fo crucial social and political
issues, but at least they are looking for them in an articulate, im·
aginative fashion. There will be no
protest picketing, political feuds or
fist-swinging assaults on Washington. Bence, there will be no faculty resistence,adult disapproval or
congressional investigations. Liberal in thought, conservative in
action, "Challenge" is merely reasserting the birthright of the University-a place of intellect and
vision where controversial issues
are probed and debated, carried or
defeated on a basis of rational
objectivity.
That such a movement is spreading is obvious from the unofficial
lists of colleges and universities
which are adopting the "Challenge"
format; but from a parochial point
of view, it is distressing to discover
that Catholic institutions are conspicuous by their absence. Paradoxically, on the non-Catholic campuses where "Challenge" is being
implemented, many of the key
leaders and spokesmen ai·e Catholic. This tempts one to conclude
that the oft-repeated criticism of
Catholic higher education, from the

BULLETIN
Mr. George Miltenberger of
the Josten Ring Corporation
will be in South Hall all day
on Wednesday, May 18, takinl
orders for Xavier rings. A
$10.00 deposit will be necesmry.
Don't forget-May 18 to order
your Senior ring.
r
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THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
A Few Blocks North
Of The Dorms
Bachelor Service
Fluff Dry Bundles
4 BOUR SERVICE
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standpoint of inertia and non-participation in global intellectualism,
is too sweeping and too simple an
analysis.
One thing is certain: Students
participating in "Challenge" colloquiums to date are being roused
from indifference and self centered
apathy. No longer estranged and
isolated, they are gaining new
awareness and responsibility in
areas of immense concern to the
family of man-that family for
which the Church was instituted
twenty centuries ago.

Bulletin
AppllcaUons for sponsorship of
a social on the Xavier campus for
the 1960-61 academic year may be
obtained in North Ball. These
filled-out-appllcaUons must be returned to North Ball by May 8,
1960.

These are the silver wings of a
U.S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive,
opportunity.
· The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diploma is required; however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the respon·
sibilities of. his position. This in·
eludes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses un•
der the Bootstrap education pro··
gram. The· Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough
credits so that he can comp.lete
course work and residence require·
ments for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and mail this coupon~

u s·

There•s a '/J/ace for tomo"ow'1
leaders on the
Aeros/Jace
Team.

AirForCe·
MAIL THIS C01JPON TODAY
Aviation Cadet Information
Dept. SCL05A
Box 7608, Washinston 4, D.C.
I am between 19 and 261h, a ciUzen of the U.S. and a high school
graduate with - - - years of col,lege. Please send me detailed information on the Aviation Cadet
program.
Name - - - - - - - - - Street---------City
County - - - - State -

-----------
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Tanganyika Report• • • •

LETTERS ··TO THE EDITOR

Discord Due To Economic Inequality
. by Julias K. Nyerere
World Campus

During my tour of the United
States, one of the most encouraging things I've discovered is
the intense interest which the
American people have in the
way Tanganyika that this business of people of different races
living together is really not a
racial problem at all.
It is certainly not a new. problem. The burden of living, working and thinking together has
existed since the birth of humanity. The complex business of
human living occurs in my own
life-with my wife and children;
it is also part and parcel of
·African clan and tribal life; and
the fact that it now involves, in
Tanganyika, Europeans and
Asians and Africans preparing
to live in political equality and
national independence, does not
alter its universality.
Trouble begins when we pretend
that racial dJseord is something
new, something that has never
eldstecl before. Trouble begins
when we glorify It, as my friends
In South Africa now try to glorify
It. They try to make people think
that racial conflict has been ordained by God-that the white
man was chosen by God to be lord
and master of all who don't happen
to be white. They even try to tum
this atUtude Into a religious faith.
In Tanganyika right now we
have a traditional economic
structure with the European on
top, the Asian in the middle and
the African on the bottom. In a
few years, when every Tanganyikan is granted voting privileges, this structure will be upset.
Not economically, but politically.
Politically, the African, because
he is of the majority, will be on
top. Tanganyika's problem, then,
is this: How are we going to
handle the problem of economic
classes in a new political order
which is blind to the color of
skin, the texture of hair and the
country of origin? How are we
going to evolve · our national
community smoothly so that
there will be integration not
merely in our schools, not merely
in our social life, but also,
throughout our economic life? ·
This, I believe, is the heart of
the world-wide racial "problem"
-not skin color, but economic
inequality. Even in the United
States, the real issue, in my

CRAZV
DOODLING?

where there is a "one-man-onevote" principle, than in a Tanganyika with a limited vote. In
South Africa, on the other hand,
Europeans are secure only under
arms.
It now happens that in Tanganyika the initiative has passed
to the African, and that Tanganyika is being pointed out to
the world as an example of racial
harmony. I myself am convinced
that this will continue. I do not
take credit for it. It is the African people who have tackled the
situation with a sense of humor
and with the knowledge that
ultimately they are bound to
win political independence and
economic equality.

Frosh-Soph Dance
Set For Tonight
The Frosh-Soph Spring Dance
is scheduled to take place at the
Cincinnati Club at 8th and Race
Streets in downtown Cincinnati
tonight, May 6. Teddy Raymor and
his orchestra will supply the music
for the festivities which will begin
at 9 p.m. and last until 1 a.m. The
price of tickets is $3.00 per couple.
Tim Deegan and Dave Guenther,
president and vice-president respectively of the Sophomore class,
head the dance committee. Other
Council officers in the committee
are: Sophomore Jerry Turner,
Freshmen Jack Green, Bob Baker,
Mike Baily, and Jack Autenrieb.

Dean's Speech Tournament winners with Mr. Ferd Hcngehold, Dad's
Club President: D. Doherty, J. Zerkel, M. Rogers, l\'lr. Hengehold, B.
Petersen, D. Deighan.
·

Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in the heart of midtown New York, close to
all transportation and nearby Empire State Building. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,
laundry, barber shop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C.
Rates: Single Rooms $2.40·$2.60; Double Rooms $3.40-$3.80

r [;I

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
356 West 34th st., New York, N. Y. :oxtord 5·5133 (nr.IPenn st1.J
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Sometime• - and the
trouble ii you can't be 1ure
when - college gall and
guys do get 1iclc enough
lo be ho1pitaliled.
.
Let'• hope it never happe111. but Jutl to be 1ure
·that your parent• won't u1e
up their. 1avlng1 to pay the
l&01pitcd bill, 1end Dad and
Mom a copy of this ad.
Tell them you need your
own Blue Cro11-Blue Shield
C'Ontrcrct after age 19, or
after you get married.
.
A almple telephone call
&om Dad to. Blue Cro11 la
all It taknl
Au wen
.
•.1•1•••'- •,eu•a 1••10
peaouoq 011.a P""'llll:a•a

opinion, is economic and not
racial. Although often given a
racial interpretation, the problem
is one of bread and butter. The
segregationists in the south, I
am certain, would treat any
ethnic or racial groups the same
way they are treating the American Negro if they thought their
bread and butter was going to
be taken away. Fortunately,
unlike South Africa, the United
States is employing the law, the
tradition, the ethic of the state
in breaking down prejudice. And
even though the Negro is suffering today he knows that tomorrow he will win. Time is on his
side, public opinion is on his
side.
. Some people in Africa beJleve
that when Africans begin governing themselves they will imitate
their ancestors and revert to tribalism and cannibalism. This is stupid. I hope that Tanganyika, in
the next decade, will be a living
contradiction of such a grim prediction. For I believe that the
European on African soil need not
fear the African. The only thing
he can legitimately fear is himself.
No European can feel secure
in a society where the majority
of the people are disgruntled.
Security is something you are
given by the people among whom
you live. You walk. up the street
and they smile at you and you
feel quite secure. And so, in
Tanganyika, the Europeans will
actually find much more security

~ ~·-··11"u•'"'
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MILLER'S ALL STAR
DAIRY

All STIR

~

Gentlemen:
In reference to the article on the
Xavier coat of arms in the March
18 issue, I feel it is appropriate to
point out that my role in the case
was merely that of analyst, not of
commentator. The analysis of the
portion of Jugendprobleme con·
cemed was made at the requeat of
Mr. Worst in 1956.
Sincerely,
Joseph E. Bourgeois

Students Given Opportunity To Learn
Of Ar1ny's Missile Defense Arsenal
Students and visitors at Xavier
University, Cincinnati, Ohio, May
13-14, will get a first-hand opportunity to learn about the
latest missiles in the U.S. Army's
arsenal for defense, it was announced today.
The Anny's Chief of Information
has announced that arrangements
have been made with University
officials to have the exhibit transported to Cincinnati with Army
information specialists on hand to
answer questions concerning the
various missiles and space programs.
Tracing the history of rocketry
from 1232 A.D. to the present
era of missles and satellites, the
exhibit will feature colorful
paintings and back-lighted color

photo murals depicting the
Explorer satellite launchings,
man-in-space research and the
highly successful Army-NASA
deep space probe Pioneer IVnow in an eternal orbit around
the sun. A color motion picture
showing actual firings of all
Army missiles is also included.
Spotlighted in the exhibit
will be models of the Army's
lethal NIKE family of air defense
missiles and the medium-range
ballistic missile, RED ST 0 NE .
Other models include such tactical weapons as SERGEANT,
CORPORAL, HONEST JOHN,
HAWK, and the uncanny LA·
CROSSE. A model of the U.S.
Army-developed JUPITER IRBM
will also be featured.

ESTERBROOK-picking
up new users every day
BEARS or PEOPLE-Esterbrook has a pen point to

suit every writing personality! They range all the
way from one fine enough to write the Gettysburg
address on the head of an instructor to one broad
enough to write on the side of a barn. .
The Esterbrook Classic fountain pen starts writ•
ing instantly- the minute it touches the paper.
Feels so 'right' in the hand ••• and looks good, too!
Choice of six colors.
Durable? This pen is so durable that it'll laat
long enough to hand down to your children ••• if
that's your idea of fun.

1•

THE CLAlllO
FOUNTAIN PEN

FOODS

•2.95

!T, II. Th• £1terbrook f•D Co,

Other llEal•rbrOo•

""' alloht11 hlallet

THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 82-0NE 18 CUSTOM•FITTED "01t VOUI

The Shield of Quality
656 EAST McMILLAN

(Continued from Page 2)
the best interests of the people.
We need more politicians like Governor DiSalle, and it is because of
his sincere effort to do the right
thing (demonstrated by his action
in the Poindexter case) that I will
be in his corner in 1962.
Sincerely,
Tom Cahill

WO 1-2474
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Economics Club Announces
Soph, Junior Membership
As of now membership in the bility of doing graduate work and
Economics Club is open to all discussing current situations.
seniors, juniors and sophomores
One can become a member of
majoring or minoring in eco- the club by filling out a memnomics, accounting, history, polit- bership card. These cards can
ical science, and business.
be obtained at the receptionist's
The program for the academic desk in Hinkle Hall.
year 1960-1961 will be changed
The next meeting is scheduled
to meet the needs of the expanded for 7: 30 p.m. on Tuesday, May
membership. There will be reg- 10. At this meeting there will
ular monthly meetings for the be election of officers for the
entire membership. One of these coming school year, as well as
monthly meetings will be a refreshments. The membership
joint meeting with the SAM card will tell you the exact time
Club. Plans are being worked and place of the next meeting.
out to make another of the
monthly meetings a joint one
with the Accounting Society.
In addition to the general
monthly meetings there will be
special meetings for particular
groups, such as those interested
Cincinnati area alumni members
in writing for the university's
of
Alpha Sigma Nu, the national
Athaneum and student newsJesuit honorary fraternity, will
paper, investigating the possihold their bi-mont4ly meeting on
the Xavier University campus
Thursday, May 12, at 8:00 p.m. in
the Logan Building.
Dr. John J. Whealen, associate
nominated
professor of history at Xavier, will
most-likely-to-succeed be the principal speaker. He will
discuss "Current Applications of
••.• overwhelrningly
the First Amendment."
elected!
The members of the fraternity
will also discuss the topic, "Federal
Aid to Education: The Only Solution." Wives of the members will
by H·l·S
be special guests at the meeting.

Dr. Whealen To
Speak To Alpha
Sigma Nu Alumni

Piper Slacks

Elections

Clef Club

(Continued from Page 1)
Roser Gstalder of Larchmont,,
N.Y., Is the only. newcomer. ~
pre-Med student, he ls also a member of the Eutern Club. A graduate of U. of Detroit Bish School,
he belonged to the Detroit Club
before his move to Larchmont.
The class of '63 wanted to
change, too, and Mike Harmon was
elected president.
It was the first try for office for
the St. Xavier grad. Undecided as
to his major, he spends much of
his time as a member of the X.U.
NEWS, a sportscaster on \VCXU,
and as a Sodalist.
Jack Autenrieb was elected vicepresidcnt. Another St. X. grad, he
served as treasurer of the freshman
class. An Accounting major, he
belongs to the Sodality and the
Pershing Rifles.
Mike Bailey is again secretary
of the class. A Business Administration student from Indianapolis,
he is a member of the Indianapolis
Club-an offshoot of the Indiana
Club.
Gene Tyler was chosen treasurer.
Sophomore Carl Beck is the new
Assistant Social Chairman. A Bus·
iness major from Indianapolis, he
is a member of the Society for the
Advancement o f ·Management,
President of Men of Xavier, President of the Indianapolis Club, and
a Socialist. He has served two
years on the Judicial Board and
has a radio show on WCXU.
Bob Petersen was chosen Ath·
letic Chairman.

(Continued from page 1)
for the final concert and dance
from any club member and will go
on sale in South Hall Monday. Held
this year in the Ballroom of the
Sheraton-Gibson Hotel, the program features Bobby Keyes and
his orchestra who recently signed
a contract to play until 2:00 a.m.
for those who like to trip the light
until dawn.
Tickets for the concert and
dance are $3.00 a couple and
tickets for the concert only are
$1.00 per person. It must be
pointed out that ALL are invited
to attend the dance-not just the
student body. For those parents or
friends of Xavier who plan to
attend the Family Day Faculty
Reception, Fr. O'Brien, the over-

seer of Family Day, has graciously
scheduled it for 9:30 so that it will
not interfere with the concert portion of the evening.
The concert program will feature
songs of many types by many well
known composers. Two medlies of
Rodgers and Hammerstein favorites climax tunes by George Gersh·
win, Vincent Youmans, and SaintSaens. Frel'lch folk songs and a
whale of a sea chantey (pardon
the play on words) add a note of
comedy relief.
The final concert opening Fam·
ily Day activities marks the close
of the season for the Clef Club, but
that is a week away and a few
more contracts have to be fulfilled.
Regina High School in Norwood
and Sacred Heart Academy in
Clifton . are the last two local
engagements.
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Tareyton>
Pipers lead the poll for
campus popularity! Dig
the reasons ••• guys look
sharper in pencil-slim
Pipers. They like the lower
ride on the hips •.. the side
buckles that replace belts
••. the Continental slant of
the front pockets. $4.95 to
$8.95, in· a host of washable fabrics at on-the-ball
campus shops,

THE DUAL FILTER
DOES IT:

NEW
avallable at the

Gentry Shop
SWIFTON CENTER - EL 1·3220
FREE PARKING

DUAL

FILTER

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL •••
definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth •••
2. with a pure white QY!fil' filter. Together they bring you the best of
the best tobaccos-the mildness and ~aste that pay off in pleasure I

